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Do you remember how sick I was
a few weeks ago? I was

sure that I was going to die.

COAC? What is that?

Laura learned that she was HIV-positive two years ago but had not thought about making
a future custody plan for her 14 year-old son, Mark, until she recently became very ill and had
to be hospitalized for a extended period of time. Laura’s sister, Samantha, took care of Mark
during Laura’s hospitalization, but this experience has made Laura worried about what would
happen to Mark if something more serious were to happen to her. Laura discussed her fears
with her hospital social worker, who helped to empower Laura to make a permanent future

plan for her son and referred Laura to COAC to help her with permanency planning for Mark.

It was scary to see you so sick.
I don’t know what I would do if I ever lost you.

I was scared too, Sam, but what
scared me the most was the thought that Mark
would be all alone if something serious were to

happen to me. He is only 14, and he needs
someone to take care of him

But you know that I would take
care of him just like I did

when you were in the hospital.

I know you would, Sam, but I want to
make legal arrangements for Mark’s care

so you would never have any problems.
Remember when you took him to the doctor,

and they gave you problems because you
weren’t his mother and you didn’t

have any proof that he was
under your care?

I can not afford to have you or my
baby go through that again. I have

contacted a place called COAC to help me
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NEXT WEEK

It’s nice to
meet you.

It’s the New York
Council on Adoptable Children,

and they help families who are affected by
HIV to make arrangements for the future
care of children should anything happen

to the parent.

I love you too Samantha.

Good afternoon,
Laura. My name is Ms. Ramos, and I am

from the New York Council on Adoptable
Children. I am here to talk to you about

permanency planning for your son.

Wow, Laura. I can’t believe
that we are talking about this. It is scary,
but I admire you for having the courage
to make plans for Mark’s future in case

you aren’t there to take care of him.

A worker from COAC will visit me next
week to talk to me more about permanency planning,

and I would like you to be there because I have
decided to name you as Mark’s Standby Guardian.

Of course I will be there.
I love you, Laura, and I would be

honored to be Mark’s Standby Guardian.
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It is scary, but I know that I need to make
these plans now because I don’t want Mark

to end up in the foster care system.

Permanency planning allows a parent
with a progressively chronic or fatal illness
to make future plans for his or her children.
By engaging in future planning you are able

to retain control over your son’s future, and
you will be able to rest assured that

your son will be well cared for by the person
you choose in the event of your

hospitalization, incapacity or death.

I understand from our brief discussion
on the phone the other day that you wish to

appoint your sister Samantha as Mark’s
standby guardian. If that is still true,

I am happy to see that she is here today
so we can talk more about your decision.

Do either of you have any
questions at this point?

No. I am sure
that I want

Samantha to be
Mark’s standby

guardian.

This seems like
something all

parents should do.

Laura, I imagine that it is very difficult
for you to talk about this, but I admire your

strength in making the important decision of who
would take care of Mark if you were unable to.

What about Mark’s father? Why aren’t you considering
him as Mark’s future caretaker?

Mark’s father died from complications of AIDS over
2 years ago. That is why I have chosen my sister

to be Mark’s standby guardian; there is no one else.
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Sure that would
be fine with me.

Next Friday
is good for me,too.

My name is Ms. Smalls, and I am the
attorney at COAC who will be assisting you with

the legal process of permanency planning. Laura, you
have made it clear that you wish to appoint Samantha

as Mark’s standby guardian. If that is still true, I would
like to start by having you both sign this document
designating Samantha as Mark’s standby guardian.

I would like to make another visit next week
with one of COAC’s attorneys. At that time

we will ask you both to sign a document designating
Samantha as Mark’s standby guardian.

Would you like to meet the same time next week?

The attorney comes to meet Laura and Samantha and discusses
with them at length the legal aspects of permanency planning. Samantha is the only

person that I would trust
to take care of my baby.

I feel so much better just signing
this paper saying that I want Samantha
to be the one to take care of Mark if

I become physically or mentally
unable to care for him.

Laura, let me explain a little more about the
written designation. This document means that in the

event that your doctor concludes that you are mentally
incapacitated or physically debilitated and you consent,

Samantha will then have the authority to make legal
decisions regarding Mark, but ONLY TEMPORARILY.

That is why we recommend that you file a court
petition to appoint Samantha as the

standby guardian. When the
court issues an order

appointing Samantha as the
standby guardian, she will

automatically have authority over
Mark in the event of your incapacity or

death, whichever occurs first.
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Let me explain what will happen in court.
The judge will read your petition, Laura, asking

to have Samantha named as the standby guardian.
The Judge will probably then order a criminal
background check of Samantha, a home study

of her home, and a clearance of Samantha by the
State Central Register of child abuse and

maltreatment. If all the reports come back
favorably, the Judge will probably enter
an order appointing Samantha as Mark’s
standby guardian, which will only become

effective in the future if necessary.

That will be
fine with me.

I would like to go to court
and make it official, if that is OK

with you Samantha.
Of course, I would rather

do this now than wait until something
more serious happens to you.

I have never had any problems
with the law or child welfare.

Then, it is unlikely that we
will have any problems with the
court appointing you as Mark’s

standby guardian. Let us schedule
a date to file the petition in court,

if you are both in agreement.
How about two weeks

from today?

I am free
that day, also.

Two weeks later every one is present in Court. The Judge orders the background check, home study, and clearance of Samantha. Two months
later, they return to Court to find that the results came back favorably. Laura’s petition is granted and Samantha becomes Mark’s standby

guardian. Ms. Smalls explains that Samantha’s authority as standby guardian will only become effective in the event of Laura’s consent,
incapacity or death. If one of those events occurs, Laura and Samantha are instructed to contact Ms. Smalls, because proof of

the event must be filed in Court in order to make Samantha’s authority as Mark’s legal guardian permanent.
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